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- ES.0 SUMMARY 

- ES.l DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION 

This document addresses the proposed relocation of US Highway 71 (US71) between Texarkana, Arkansas and - 
DeQueen, Arkansas. This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) presents the social, economic, engineering 

and environmental consequences of the selected highway alignment. 

- 
The project's southern terminus is near the southeast comer of the proposed Texarkana South Loop (State Highway 

(SH) 245 and Loop 151), where the interchange for the proposed US71 freeway to Louisiana is being constructed. - 
The project's northern terminus is approximately 5 km (3 mi) east of DeQueen, Arkansas along US701 US71, joining 

with the selected alternative for the US71 DeQueen to Interstate 40 project. On the north side of Texarkana, the new 
- facility will utilize sections of existing and proposed SH 245 and Loop 151 to reach Interstate Highway 30 (IH-30). 

The new highway will be a 4-lane, divided, full control of access facility built to Interstate standards with an 

- approximate right-of-way width of 91 meters (m) (300 feet (ft)). The design flood for the sizing of floodplain 

embankments is the.50-year event. This project does not assume 100-year levels of levee protection for roadway 

planning purposes, but lesser levels of flood protection are currently provided by the Miller County and Bowie County 

Levees on the south side of the Red River floodplain. 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the US71 Texarkana to DeQueen project was circulated in 

February 1997, followed by Public Hearings in Arkansas and a Public Workshop in Texas in April 1997. A 

Supplemental DEIS was prepared to address the following four items: 

(1) to document the two Best Few Alternatives (C-10 and D-18) identified from among the eighteen 

final study alternatives in the 1997 DEIS, 

(2) to document the development of new Texarkana Northern Loop alternatives added to the project 

after the 1997 Public Hearings, and describes the environmental analysis of these alternatives to the 

same level of detail as contained in the 1997 DEIS, and 

(3) to identify a preferred alternative for the project from Texarkana to DeQueen. 

(4) to provide alternative comparison information and potential jurisdictional wetland impact data for 

the preferred alternative fiom Texarkana to DeQueen. This information is provided for use by the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers (COE) Little Rock District in their Section 404 Permitting process. 

After their adoption into the project, the Northern Loop Alternatives were studied to a level of detail equal to that in 

the 1997 DEIS. With the introduction of new alternatives that were not previously documented in the 1997 DEIS, 

a Supplemental DEIS was prepared to formally document the new alternatives. The Supplemental DEIS was prepared 

and submitted in December 1999. Public Hearings were held in late February and March of 2000. 
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